
feminism in the light
of the gospel ofjesus christ

in its most basicbasicformform feminism echoes eternal truths of the
gospel which affirms the equal worth of allpeopleallaliail people the equal
right to and capacityforcapacity for spirituality and the evils of abuse

B kent harrison and mary stovall richards

perhaps it is no wonder that the women were first at the cradle and
last at the cross they had never known a man like this man there
never has been such another A prophet and teacher who never
nagged at them never flattered or coaxed or patronized who
never made arch jokes about them who took their questions and
arguments seriously who never mapped out their sphere for them
never urged them to be feminine or jeeredjeeped at them for being female
who had no axe to grind and no uneasy male dignity to defend

dorothy sayers

for some people an unbridgeable gap stands between the
gospel ofjesusofjesus christ and feminism to them a christian feminist or
a mormon feminist is an oxymoron 2 a person who has not thought
seriously about either the gospel or feminism however there are
devoted latter day saints both women and men who consider
themselves feminists they declare that far from being antithetical
to the gospel their feminism arises from their testimony of christ
and commitment to him through their personal experience with
his love example and teachings they affirm the reality of christs
devotion to every person as individually significant hence the mes-
sage of christs gospel ordains equality and fairness in all human rela-
tionshipstionships including those between the sexes

while even among feminists there are widely varying inter-
pretationspretations of the meaning of feminism 53 we think most feminists
would agree on a basic definition with which we hope readers
will concur feminism advocates the equal treatment of women
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and men and states that discrimination in particular against women
does exist and should be eliminated 4 far from promoting the
reverse tyranny of women over men such feminism simply af-
firms the equal importance of each individual regardless of sex 5

As scholars we have tried to bring our academic interests to bear
on issues of concern to our religious principles our purpose in
this essay is to identify fundamental principles of the restored
gospel of jesus christ that are consistent with this basic meaning
of feminism and to draw certain practical conclusions that follow
from those principles

valuing others equally and divine love

in affirming the equal value of men and women feminism as

defined above echoes eternal truth the gospel of jesus christ
teaches our eternal worth and supreme importance to god remem-
ber the worth of souls is great in the sight of god dacd&c 1810
As moses 159139 declares for behold this is my work and my
glory to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man
and woman in fact it is only through love that god governs for
god is love 1 jn 48 he does not govern through coercion or

manipulation and it is gods supreme all encompassing love for
us that draws us to him dacd&c 12141 46

the scriptures show that this love encompasses all persons
who are equal before god regardless of gender age class race or
nationality paul taught in his epistle to the galatians that within
the body of christ there is neither jew nor greek there is neither
bond nor free there is neither male nor female for ye are all one in
christ jesus gal 328528328528 in the western hemisphere nephi ex-
plained the same doctrine god is no respecter of persons all per-
sons are privileged the one like unto the other and none are
forbidden for all are alike unto god black and white bond
and free male and female jew and gentile 2 ne 2628 5533
in practical terms this doctrine means as alma taught those
zoramitesZoramites who were poor and had been turned out of the syna-
gogues of the wealthy that the lord impartethimparteth his word by angels
unto men yea not only men but women also now this is not all

little children do have words given unto them many times which
confound the wise and the learned alma 322352255223
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in his earthly ministry the savior exemplified concern for all

persons in fact he flouted cultural and legal proscriptionsprescriptionsproscriptions regard-
ing womens spiritual and social place in jewish culture 6 for ex-
ample although women were considered so spiritually inferior to
men that they were not to read or study the scriptures and some
rabbis would not even speak to a woman in public christ taught
women the gospel in his parables he repeatedly paired female
and male examples such as juxtaposing the man who lost his sheep
with the woman who misplaced her coin by doing so christ not
only couched his teachings in terms relevant to womens lives but
also underscored the eternal worth of womens soulsSOUIS 7 christ re-
vealed himself as the messiah to a woman who was also an un-
clean samaritan the first declaration by christ of his identity
that is recorded in the new testament john 425 26 christ
healed women and raised a woman from the dead matt 1522 28
luke 849 56 women were among his most devoted disciples
remaining at the cross and returning to the tomb to anoint his
body luke 2349 241

further while under jewish law women were considered
incompetent as legal witnesses christ chose to appear first after
the resurrection to a woman whom he then charged to tell his
apostles of the glorious event john 2011 17 previously he had
sanctioned a womanscomans anointing him prior to his crucifixion
mark 143 9 john 123 8 an act that according to two mormon

authors may be seen as the prophetic recognition of jesus as the
anointed 8 such actions by christ appear to be deliberately cho-
sen to contravene societal conventions that denied womens equal-
ity before god and full personhoodparsonhoodpersonhood christ desired to move his
followers beyond their dehumanizing and constricting but per-
haps comfortably familiar cultural mores to eternal truth

christ also ignored any sort of precedence that might be con-
veyed solely by categories such as age or birth not only did he
welcome and bless girls and boys during his ministries both in
mortality and among the nephitesNephites but he specifically taught that
all persons must become as little children to enter the kingdom of
heaven mark 1013 16 3 ne 1711 12 21 24 christ was quick
to point out that pedigree meaning descent from abraham would
not save a person if he or she were unrighteous john 833 39
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indeed several gentiles in the new testament were especially
blessed because of their righteousness the centurion whose ser-
vant christ healed the ethiopian whom philip baptized and cor-
nelius who was baptized by peter matt 85 13 acts 826 40
acts 10 prior to corneliuss baptism peter had assumed that the
gospel was mainly for the jews or that it would be necessary for a
gentile to become a jew before he or she could become a christ-
ian but after a marvelous vision peter learned that god is no
respecter of persons but in every nation he that fearethheareth him and
workethwormeth righteousness is accepted with him acts 105410541034 35

christs emphasis on individuals not categories of people 9 is
instructive to those seeking to follow him in following his example
one should emulate the same equality of love as that shown by
christ for all humans since any denigration of anothersothersan eternal
worth or capacity is an affront to christs love christs pattern is
therefore not just prescriptive but should be descriptive of behav-
ior president howard W hunter counseled

we are at a time in the history of the world and the growth of the
church when we must think more of holy things and act more like
the savior would expect his disciples to act we should at every
opportunity ask ourselves what would jesus do and then act
more courageously upon the answer 10

thus following christs example we should be kind consid-
erate loving it is important to listen as did christ in his response
to the canaanite woman who wished her daughter healed despite
her cultural status as a woman and a gentile christ listened to her
plea and forthwith granted her request matt 1521 28 11

christs and gods love has even more profound implications
for all of humankind lectures on faith explains that if god were a
biased god favoring certain persons over others we could not
exercise faith in him we could not tell what our privileges
were nor how far we were authorized to exercise faith in him or
whether we were authorized to do it at all all must be confu-
sion 11231212 brigham young university political scientist A don sorensen
affirms if inequality infected divine love if it singled out any per-
son from others by excluding her from all concern or by not caring
for her total welfare or by taking a weakened interest in her well-
being then love ceases to be perfect and life cannot be full 13
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in other words if we could not trust god to love us equally
we could not depend on the efficacy of the plan of salvation of
faith of repentance of baptism of keeping the commandments
or of the atonement in our lives since if god were partial in his
love toward certain of his children he could choose those for
whom these principles would work 14 others would simply be
lost eternally outside the circle of divine love and esteem the
gospel of christ rejects such doctrines of election because we can
trust the lord implicitly we know that we can come unto him
with fullfuli confidence that we will be not be turned away but will be
enfoldedfoldedenfoldenen in his love A favorite saying of elder marion D hanks is
to believe in god is to know all the rules will be fair and that

there will be wonderful surprises 15

equal right to spiritual observances

in response to gods love which encompasses all humans
every able person has the agency and the capacity both spiritually
and intellectually to understand and accept the gospel of christ and
to participate fully in its blessings those who die before the age
of accountability or who lack sufficient mental or emotional de-
velopment to achieve accountability are saved through the atone-
ment of christ mosiah 316 1525 dacd&c 13710 the rest of
humankind however are moral agents individually responsible to
god for their choices thus it follows that womens conversions
and spiritual lives must be immediate and individual not deriva-
tive to anchor their testimonies women must have the witness of
the holy ghost must receive personal revelation and possess spir-
itual gifts and become in the words of president spencer W kim-
ball scholars of the scriptures 16 salvation is a matter for each
person male or female who comes to christ as an individual

to come to christ one must be able to commune with god
all women men and children have an equal right to receive
answers to their prayers they have the right to revelation for
themselves and for any area of stewardship they have they may
have spiritual gifts dacd&c 467 33 1 cor 12 and moro 108 30
elder dallin H oaks using the scriptures just cited and other ref-
erenceserences stated the gift of the holy ghost is conferred on both
men and women so are spiritual gifts the receipt of spiritual
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gifts is predicated upon faith obedience and personal righteous-
ness 17 men and women have an equal right to attend the temple 18

both sexes may pray speak and give lessons in church the youth
of both sexes should be taught about the importance of chastity
preparation for marriage education service missions and the
importance of mutual respect and partnership after marriage

both women and men have free agency to decide matters for
themselves and the knowledge to enable them so to do nephi
speaking of the children of men notes that because that they
are redeemed from the fall they have become free forever know-
ing good from evil to act for themselves and not to be acted upon
2 ne 226 mormon quoted by his son moroni says for be-

hold the spirit of christ is given to every man woman that he
she may know good from evil wherefore I1 show you the way to

judge moro 716

equal spiritual affinity of both genders

it is well to remember that the transgression in the garden
of eden was the result of conscious decisions by both partners
moses 510 11 keeping both adams and eves decisions in

mind precludes any tendency to adopt the view from some cul-
tures that women are inferior or innately sinful because of eves
transgression 19 furthermore the principle of individual agency
and accountability strikes at the diabolicdiabolical20diabolicalalOaio20 notion that one gender
either female or male has less capacity or affinity for spirituality

and thus must be manipulated coaxed or pushed by the other
while culture can cloud spiritual insight the assumption that god
would send half of humanity to earth with an inherently dimin-
ished ability to perceive spiritual matters undercutsundercuts gods equal
love for all individuals and collides with a key component of the
plan of salvation

throughout most of christian history women have been
viewed as the lesser creation the supposed inheritors of eves sus-
ceptibleceptible nature who must be under subjection to men 21 since the
nineteenth century however american men have been con-
demned as spiritually suspect as their workplace moved outside
the home moralistsMoralists argued that the world contaminated men and
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that women had to save them women ensconced in the sacred
sanctuary of the home became guardians of their husbands and
sons soulsSOUIS 22

priesthood and gender

in the twentieth century some latter day saints have greatly
broadened this environmental contamination thesis to an inher-
ently deficient male thesis our terms they argue for example
that spiritually superior women do not need to hold the priest-
hood but defective men do such reasoning contradicts itself
according to this logic those who qualify for godhood who have
all priesthood power dacd&c 1322015220 must be the most spiritually
impaired of all this concontentionfention also denies the justice and mercy
of the gospel by condemning half of humankind as innately flawed
if attempts to explain womens lack of ordination to priesthood
have led to the castigation of the male they have also led to the
patronization of the female the notion that for mortal women
motherhood is the parallel to priesthood is equally spurious since
all women are not mothers fatherhood not priesthood is the
male counterpart to motherhood furthermore motherhood and
fatherhood are bestowed on the righteous and the wicked alike

perhaps the most helpful insight into the issue of priesthood
and women has been given by president gordon B hinckley who
in a powerful address to the 1985 general womens meeting
refrained from citing dubious folk doctrines as reasons for not
ordaining women to priesthood instead he simply said

A few latter day saint women are asking why they are not entitled to
hold the priesthood to that I1 can say that only the lord through rev-
elation could alter that situation he has not done so so it is profit-
less for us to speculate and worry about it 2313

partnership in marriage

while we come to christ as individuals the paradox is that
women and men who have endured to the end and overcome the
world must be exalted jointly as wives and husbands following
the pattern of our heavenly parents dacd&c 1312 the scriptural
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promise of exaltation to husbands and wives contained in doc-
trine and covenants 1521913219 20 is also a description of the current
life of our heavenly parents who are explicitly characterized as
sharing a fulnessfalnessfulness dacd&c 13219

then shall they be gods because they have no end therefore shall
they be from everlasting to everlasting because theytheY continue then
shall they be above all because all things are subject unto them
then shall they be gods because they have all power and the angels
are subject unto them dacd&c 13220 italics added

from this scripture one may extrapolate that heavenly mother is a

full and equal partner to heavenly father even though our knowl-
edge of her is incomplete 2421 additionally general authorities have
repeatedly spoken of the eternal relationship between husbands
and wives as that of equal partners president spencer W kimball
has noted

marriage is a partnership each is given a part of the work of life to
do when we speak of marriage as a partnership let us speak of
marriage as a fullfuliafuli partnership we do not want our LDS women to be
silent partners or limited partners in the eternal assignment please
be a contributing andandfullfulljulljuil partner 25

this injunction has recently been reaffirmed by elder boyd K
packer and president howard W hunter in the 1994 general con-
ferencesferences and by the first presidency and council of twelves
proclamation on the family in 1995 2621

to specify the practical implications of full partnership pres-

ident kimball remarked on another occasion

our sisters do not wish to be indulged or to be treated condescend-
ingly they desire to be respected and revered as our sisters and our
equals we will be judged as the savior said on several occasions
by whether or not we love one another and treat one another
accordingly and by whether or not we are of one heart and one
mind we cannot be the lords if we are not one27

A similar statement is attributed to elder packer when calling a
stake president he advised

I1 dont want you treating your wife like you do the stake in the
stake when a decision is to be made you will seek the opinion of
your counselors and other concerned individuals then you willwin
prayerfully reach a decision on the matter and they will allanailali rally
round and support you because you are the president and you have
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the mantle of authority in your family when there is a decision to be
made that affects everyone you and your wife together will seek
whatever counsel you might need and together you will prayerfully
come to a unified decision if you ever pull priesthood rank on her
you will have failed in your leadership 28211281

peremptorily to order another person to obey or especially to
threaten her with harm or to wield tyranny in the home exhibits
unrighteous dominion or abuse dacd&c 12141 46 president ezra
taft benson spoke of family government where a man and woman
enter into a covenant with god as a term equivalent to patriar-
chal order 29 this partnership will continue through the eternities
for as noted above both men and women may be exalted to god-
hood status dacd&c 132192013219 20

righteous leadership

while we may guide teach and seek to persuade others no
person has the right to force anothersothersan action or even to attempt it
to so do is unrighteous dominion we have learned by sad expe-
rience that it is the nature and disposition of almost all men
women as soon as they get a little authority as they suppose

they will immediately begin to exercise unrighteous dominion
dacd&c 12139 30 the neighboring verses often are taken to refer to
men as ordained priesthood holders

no power or influence can or ought to be maintained by virtue of
the priesthood only by persuasion by long suffering by gentleness
and meekness and by love unfeigned by kindness and pure knowl-
edge which shall greatly enlarge the soul without hypocrisy and
without guile dacd&c 12141 42

perhaps holders of the priesthood are specifically mentioned in
this part of doctrine and covenants 121 because the authority of
the priesthood is so easily misunderstood and wrongly trans-
formed into authoritarianism

church leaders may appropriately assume as a first approxi-
mation that members make decisions about their lives correctly
with the spirit of the lord it is not ones place to force control or
circumscribe anothers thinking but rather to allow every soul the
freedom to search out his or her destiny if for example a woman
is working outside the home she may be regarded as having made
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that decision prayerfully it is not necessary to assume that she is

going against the interests of her family As chieko N okazaki has
reminded us

not all situations are ideal not all women are mothers and not all
mothers have children at home furthermore not all mothers can
make the choice to be home with their children all of the time often
circumstances constrain their choices at other times other respon-
sibilitiessibilities and opportunities require that difficult decisions be made 31

where there are situations in the church in which men have
a larger voice or role than women as in general priesthood
administration and discipline efforts to insure fairness are in
order procedures and policies should be clear to everyone in gen-
eral stake and ward councils both mens and womens advice may
be sought and considered as has been recently emphasized 3231

in order to follow the saviors example all members should
be as sensitive and believing to one sex as to the other treating
actions by both sexes equally and not regarding behavior by a
member of one sex as permissible and the same behavior by the
other sex as reprehensible statements by both sexes for example
in marital disputes generally should be given equal credibility
accusations of abuse must be taken seriously and not be dismissed
because of the alleged perpetrators church calling or status in the
community nor should victims be accused of culpability for
anothersothersan abusive behavior what did you do to provoke him 33

elimination ofabuse

it should go without saying that abuse of anyone is wrong
women are more at risk than men for physical abuse rape child
sexual abuse and sexual harassment although abuse of both sexes
and by both sexes does occur accordingly a major concern for
feminism is eradicating spouse and other types of physical sexual
emotional and verbal abuse such abuse has been soundly and
repeatedly condemned by church leaders in general conferences
and elsewhere elder james E faust noted

any form of physical or mental abuse to any woman is not worthy of
any priesthood holder president gordon B hinckley has stated 1I feel
likewise that it ill becomes any man who holds the priesthood of god
to abuse his wife in any way to demean or injure or take undue
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advantage of the woman who is the mother of his children the com-
panion of his life and his companion for eternity if he has received
that greater blessing this of course means verbal as well as physi-
cal abuse 3431

president howard W hunter has stated categorically any
man who abuses or demeans his wife physically or spiritually is
guilty of grievous sin and in need of sincere and serious repen-
tance 12351135323535 the general handbook of instructions makes it clear
that such abuse may result in church disciplinary action 36 simi-
larly proper conduct toward members of ones family as wellwenweil as
payment of alimony and child support as required in divorce set-
tlementstlements are appropriately reviewed in temple recommend inter-
views As the apostle paul taught but if any provide not for his
own and specially for those of his own house he hath denied the
faith and is worse than an infidel 1 tim 58 37

the attitudes of those men who presume superiority to
women however may beget beliefs about shirking responsibilities
or tolerating many sorts of abuse including rape where such men
may believe that they know better than a woman what she wants
wives may also abuse husbands although such abuse happens
more often verbally than physically such behavior is just as repre-
hensiblehensible as husbands abuse of wives any abuse is destructive to
the relationship and to the family and is demeaning to the individ-
uals involved

overcoming cultural limitations

the restoration of the gospel reaffirmed these truths of our
equality before god even though we as a culture do not fully
understand them even yet two months after the june 1978 revela-
tion on blacks and the priesthood elder bruce R mcconkie in a
talk to religious educators bravely admitted that he and perhaps
most of the church had not comprehended some scriptural pas-
sages many of us never imagined or supposed that they particu-
larly 2 nephi 2633126332653263526531 had the extensive and broad meaning that
they do have 52381131525138 these scriptures speak not only of racial but of
gender equality as well as an equality of esteem for all human-
kind 39 to what extent have we discerned the extensive and broad
meaning of this verse in relation to the equality of women and men
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to some it may be reassuring to continue in accustomed cul-
tural patterns many of which are based on the assumptions of a

fallen world not on those of eternity one may take great comfort
in feeling like a favorite child if a culture has designated preferen-
tial status based on particular characteristics yet the logical exten-
sion of this belief is that those for whom life is differently situated
in gender class or race are somehow less valiant or even defec-
tive in some fashion we thus pass judgments on each other and
ourselves with disastrous spiritual results 40

to the contrary the gospel of christ requires that we tran-
scend erroneous cultural assumptions to view eternal truth re-
current in the book of mormon is the warning of the dangers of
believing the false traditions of ones culture the traditions
of the fathers which are not correct mosiah 15 in prefer-
ence to the full gospel see also alma 916 179 hel 157 from a

secular perspective feminism also demands that we reexamine
assumptions particularly those traditions that inhibit our ability to
see beyond gender stereotypes and that prescribe and proscribe
ones development solely on the basis of sex such assumed
truthtruths s according to lawrence W levine become so deeply
ingrained so taken for granted that they do not seem like ideas at
all but part of the natural order thus when someone comes along
who both perceives and treats them as ideas subject to the chal-
lenges all ideas should be exposed to it is as if reason itself were
being challenged 41

although one may disagree feminism argues that inequality is

socially constructed and thus can be changed while women have
received the preponderance of the fallout from cultural systems
designed to restrict their movement to narrow areas and to limit
their access to social political and economic power men too have
suffered from narrow definitions of masculine behavior As an
important book on the history of fatherhood in the united states
makes clear men have indeed gained status and power from their
role as family breadwinners 42 but they have lost in their emotional
development as nurturersnurturers according to robert griswold fathers
11 wedded themselves to a division of labor and a vision of the good
life that made father child closeness problematic what men gained
in the world of power they may have lost in the world of sentiment
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such was the tradeofftrade off at the heart of male breadwinning 33131113334343 the
stakes involved in a fundamental transformation of society along
equity lines are high for both women and men feminism envisions
a world in which both sexes are able to achieve full personhoodparsonhoodpersonhood as
individuals rather than being rendered as stereotypes

gender inclusive language

the weaknesses of language may also need to be overcome
scholars have determined that using the generic he and man one
example of gender exclusive language affects perceptions the
way women and men read themselves and others into the text 44

gender exclusive language builds needless cultural walls whereas
gender inclusive expressions in contemporary discourse are ap-
propriatepropriate and desirable reflecting not only gods inclusive love for
all his children but also the comprehensive nature of the gospel
following christs example both women and men should be
included in classroom discussions and illustrations from both
womens and mens lives ought to be used in talks and lessons 45

many of christs parables draw lessons from the experiences of
women moreover scriptures that speak of men often refer to
both sexes that inclusiveness may be pointed out when these
scriptures are used or the scripture can be read to include women
explicitly to cite only one of numerous examples from recent gen-
eral conferences elder neal A maxwell emendedemender 3 nephi 2727
to read what manner of men and women ought ye to be verily
I1 say unto you even as I1 am 46141 by specifically including references
to women one not only reaffirms womens eternal identity and
worth but one also follows the pattern established by christ in his
mortal ministry

equality in education

brigham young spoke extensively about the appropriateness
of education for both sexes louisa greene richards first editor of
the womanscomans exponent commented

president young proves himself the most genuine impartial and
practical womanscomansWomans rights man upon the american continent as he
has ever done his counsels instructions and advice to women being
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always directed toward their progress and advancement in useful-
ness and the possession of valuable knowledge 4717

karen lynn at the time director of the honors program at brigham
young university remarked no child of our father in heaven can
afford in all conscience to ignore the responsibility of learning
about the world and dealing with it 48

the importance of womens education has personal implica-
tions for the authors of this article neither of us ever considered
not pursuing learning such a course was simply unthinkable for
each of us education is of great benefit directly both personally
and economically that one of us is male and the other female is

irrelevant to educations significance in our lives juliaetta bateman
jensen the maternal grandmother of the male author wrote of her
mothers education with dr ellis shipp to become a midwife her
mother marinda alienallenailen bateman saved the little five dollar gold
pieces she earned from delivering over seven hundred babies and
in later years some of that money helped finance the education of
her last daughter juliaetta 4919 juliaetta later earned normal bache-
lors and masters degrees and taught english literature in the
extension divisions at brigham young university and the univer-
sity of utah for thirty years she founded the browning society in
both provo and in salt lake city her example influenced thou-
sands of women as well as her descendants both male and female
other church members have similar stories

equality in employment

similarly since all laborers are worthy of their hire dacd&c 315
one should render to all workers according to their due mosiah 413415413

in the culture of the workplace such statements prescribe that allanail

employees whether women or men should receive equal pay for
equal work and should be treated fairly in hiring and promotion
on the surface equality in employment is merely an economic
issue but it relates to church matters if latter day saint employers
deny employment to women on the basis of marital or familial sta-
tus particularly on the belief that the woman is not following the
prophet or that she is taking a job away from a man questions in
job interviews about family situations are not only inappropriate
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but illegal similarly the gospel principle of equal opportunity for
mortal experience would require that neither males nor females
should be counseled categorically out of nontraditional occupa-
tions on the basis that such work is not proper for their sex or
that such occupations for one gender or the other are somehow
against church policy

likewise in employment school and church supervisors
colleagues and teachers can be of either sex one may not assume
that a leaders or colleagues ideas are bad or trivial just because of
gender men and women have ideas of comparable quality ideas
can be good no matter the sex of the originator A womanscomans
recommendations should not be denigrated because she is not a
priesthood holder nor should a mans suggestions be dismissed
because he is a man or because he is not a bishop or a stake presi-
dent respect for true ideas is appropriate independent of their
source patronization is demeaning every individual has as much
right to be treated equally and to be heard as anyone else

conclusion

we are all children of god the gospel in which christ was
one with his father and with the holy ghost clearly proscribes
unequal unrighteous treatment of anyone by anyone feminism
as defined and discussed here in the context of our own deeply felt
beliefs simply espouses fair and equal treatment for all of our heav-
enly parents children as wonderful holy potentially divine beings

B kent harrison is professor of physics and astronomy and mary stovall richards
is associate professor of history both at brigham young university the authors
wish to thank doris dant and john welch for their sensitive editing of this article

NOTES

dorothy sayers are women human grand rapids mich william B

eerdmans publishing 1971 47 quoted in kathryn H shirts women in the
image of the son being female and being like christ in women steadfast in
christ talks selected from the 1991 womens conference sponsoredcosponsoredco by
brigham young university and the relief society ed dawn hall anderson and
marie cornwall salt lake city deseret book 1992 97
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laurel thatcher ulrich has also independently used this term to describe
mormon feminism in her essay border crossings dialogue A journal odmorof mor-
mon thought 27 summer 1994 1

3feminismfeminism is an umbrella word encompassing many disparate approaches
to defining and to solving the problem of gender inequity A helpful analogy is the
political party the terms democrat and republican both contain a wide range
of political philosophies so that on certain issues civil rights in the 1960s for
example right wing democrats may be far more conservative than liberal or
moderate republicans in other words one can no more predict definitively
someones opinion on a specific question by knowing that she is a democrat than
by knowing he is a feminist

see mary stovall richards feminism in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism ed
daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 250672506 7 and elouise bellbenbeilbeli
the implications of feminism for BYU BYU studies 16 summer 1976 527 39

thehe modemmodern feminist movement as a coalition of various individuals and
groups includes numerous points of view some of which contradict gospel
principles many persons unfortunately dismiss the entire movement because
of its more radical elements and in the process fail to perceive many of its ben-
eficial features

6foriforfor an enlightening discussion of jesus break with the cultural taboos of
his time see leonard swidler jesus was a feminist catholic world 212 janu-
ary 1971 177 83 and the very excellent book from a mormon perspective by
jeni broberg holzapfel and richard neitzel holzapfel sisters at the well women
and the life and teachings ofjesusof jesus salt lake city bookcraft 1993

luke 153 10 andjoleneand jolene edmunds rockwood choosing the good part
women from christ to paul in women steadfast in christ ed anderson and
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